Topology discovery technology is the basis of realizing the management of communication network management in smart substation, and the working principle and working flow of LLDP are described in detail, and its features make it suitable for smart substation network. Through reading the lldpRem Table in switches, all the switch nodes in the whole network can be deeply searched. According this method, a specific implementation case is given. By reading the MAC address table of switch, the connection position of the terminal device on the switch is acquired, also the solution of the incompleteness and aging of the MAC address table is provided. Then, an entire network topology containing every switch port can be constructed.
are becoming increasingly important. The premise of the realization of these functions is to obtain a clear and definite network topology. Therefore, the network topology discovery is the foundation for the realization of many network management functions [1] [2] .
TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGY
Network topology discovery refers to the connection between the various network nodes (such as switches, routers, terminal devices) in the network, and the focus is on the connection between the network connection equipment (routers, switches). Usually, the network topology discovery consists of three layers and two layers, which are corresponding to the network layer topology discovery and link layer topology discovery. The network layer topology discovery mainly refers to the connection between the access network routers or between routers and subnet, and it presents the logical relationship of the whole network; link layer topology discovery mainly refers to connection relations between the switches, switches and routers, switches and network terminal, and it presents the network physical connection [3] . In smart substation, the intelligent electronic equipments are connected with the two layer Ethernet switches, and there is no routing equipment, so the link layer topology discovery technology is used.
There is a link layer discovery protocol called LLDP, here is a brief introduction to the protocol [4] .
LLDP
LLDP is defined in the IEEE802.1ab as the two layer protocol, which provides a standard link layer discovery approach, it can organize the main capacity of the equipment, management address, equipment identification, interface identification and other information into different TLV, then they are packaged in LLDPDU, and published to their directly connected neighbors. After receiving this information, the neighbor kept it in the form of standard MIB, at the same time, the equipment will receive the LLDPDU and save up in the form of standard MIB. The MIB information can be used to discover the physical topology structure of the device and to manage the configuration information. LLDP is not a configuration and control protocol, the remote device cannot be configured by this protocol. It only provides information on the network topology and configuration information, and the information can be used for the purpose of management, so, how to use it depends on the users of management of information.
Generally speaking, the LLDP protocol needs to be done in the following aspects： 1. Initialize and maintain information in the local MIB library. 2. Extract information from the local MIB library, and the information is encapsulated into the LLDP frame, with a certain time interval or when the device status changes, the LLDP frame will be sent out, the adjacent equipment will be notified. 3. Confirm and deal with the received LLDP frame. 4. Maintain the LLDP MIB of the remote device by the received LLDP frame. 5. When there is information changes in Local System MIB or Remote System MIB, report to network management.
This protocol is simple and efficient, and it needn't considering the integrity of the address table and the accuracy of the traffic statistics, so, it will become the main technology of the smart substation communication network topology discovery.
NETWORK TOPOLOGY DISPLAY
In a communication network in Smart Substation, when each Ethernet switch has realized the function of LLDP，the connection of all switches in the network can be achieved through SNMP, then the topology of the whole network can be constructed. LldpRem Table in each switch LLDP-MIB contains the neighbor information of all the ports of the switch. The neighbor switch's port ID, IP address, system name, system description, port description and other information can be obtained through lldpRem Table. In this paper, by getting the IP address of the switch, we carry on the recursive depth search, and make the traverse of the whole network switch, the method is as follows： 1.
The management server is connected to the network, and the IP of any switch in the network is entered.
2.
Then do a cycle, the number of cycles is the number of switch ports, and the cycle is the following steps： 3.
SNMP client accesses to the switch lldpRem Table, and reads the neighbor switch's IP connected to the first port. If the result is empty, then read the next node; if not empty, then the port's neighbor IP, neighbor name and other information are build into a Node to join the ArrayList(Before joining the ArrayList, it is necessary to check if the node has already existed in order to prevent duplication),Then taking this IP as the parameter to perform step 2. Through the recursive operation, the entire network can be added to all the cascade ports in the Node list, and you can manually refresh or timed refresh the list, then construct a topology according to the ArrayList. Through the SNMP4J to build the Java program, a simple example is as follows： Figure 1 . Example of topology display.
IDENTIFICATION OF TERMINAL IN SMART SUBSTATION COMMUNICATION NETWORK
At present, the terminal equipment of communication network in substation is fixed on a port of the switch, such as merging unit, measuring and controlling device. Due to the adjustment of the switch and terminal in the later stage of maintenance and extension, the network management process should be re constructed. According to the dynamic MAC address table of the switch, the corresponding relation between the switch port and the MAC address of the intelligent device can be obtained, so that the corresponding relation between the port and the device can be obtained. The connection position of some smart devices can be correctly captured, but the aging characteristics of address table should be considered, also it is also necessary to consider that if the device does not send message, its mac address would not be found in the switch address table, so, some devices will be missed only through the simple query of the address table.
All the intelligent devices can be dynamically identified by the following methods. First judge the characteristics of intelligent devices, if the interval of sending packets is greater than the aging time of switch, the intelligent device can send a heartbeat message. Then a stable dynamic MAC address table is formed on the switch, Management software can form the corresponding relationship between the port and the MAC through the MAC address table of the Ethernet switch, then it can query the MAC address database in the back-end database, establish the corresponding relationship between port and intelligent equipment. So the system network management software can get the connection position of the intelligent device on the switch, also can refresh the connection position of the intelligent device on the network through refreshing the MAC address table of the switch. By the technology, the network management software can still get the connection position accurately in the condition of the intelligent equipment position adjustment, which is beneficial to the maintenance of the network equipment.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the characteristics of smart substation communication network, the paper focuses on the use of the LLDP protocol. The traversal of switches in the network is achieved through the depth search algorithm, and the specific implementation of the case is given. After considering the dynamic acquisition of the connection position of the terminal device on the switch, an implementation scheme is presented. Based on the above technology, the LLDP protocol in the switch, the traversal of the network switches, the access of intelligent terminal, can construct the network topology of communication network in Smart Substation, and create the conditions for the maintenance and monitoring network.
